NarElastinâ„¢ delivers skincare results
Science supports reduction in age lines in 28 days

NarElastin promises skincare results and has the science to back it upNarElastin delivers skincare results and has the science to back it up

Did you ever hear about the truck driver with one side of his face aged beyond his time? For 28 years, the US-born trucker received much more
sunlight on one side of his face, and the result is truly shocking.

Now, try this - pinch the back of your hand and see how long it takes for the skin to return to its place.

Your skin snaps back into place thanks to the dermal elastin structure of your skin. In the case of the truck driver, one side of his face had lost most of
that elastin dermal structure because of an increased exposure to UV rays and therefore the skin could no longer return to the youthful position it once
was.

The sad reality that none of us can escape is that everyone over 25 will gradually suffer a yearly loss of that dermal elastic fiber, which is the main
cause in the appearance of age lines and wrinkles.

Which is why we have created NarElastin.

More specifically, the Narhex Australia researchers have created a soluble elastin extract which counters the breakdown of the elastin dermal
structure, and therefore reduces the effects of ageing and climatic daily exposure.

No more hope in a jar

No one wants to pay for hope in a jar, yet this is exactly what many people do every day, says Narhex CEO John Majewski You rightly want and
expect results, yet most products - regardless if they are French, Japanese or American - are still marketing exaggerated claims of what turns out to
be only hope in a jar.

Narhex Australia has conducted plenty of research to prove that NarElastin truly makes a difference to the skin, including a clinical trial (PDF) which
proved a 75% reduction of fine lines and wrinkles in only 28 days. In fact, were the only anti-ageing solution in the world to have passed crossover
double-blind clinical trials in three countries!

You can easily separate fact from claims of puffery. You are truly on safe ground because almost no cosmetic manufacturers have subjected products
to double-blind clinical studies to support product claims as Narhex Australia has, says Majewski.

For this reason, hundreds of thousands of Australians have purchased Narhex skin treatments over the years and none have requested a refund
through lack of dissatisfaction in Narhex skin treatment performance.

Were not promising ridiculous changes that arent possible, we are simply saying we have discovered a unique solution with realistic results, with the
science to back it up.

We offer a range of products across our Narhex Cross-Linked 10/1 eye and facial skin treatments, which puts the NarElastin extract in varying
strengths into each of the affordable products. These include high-strength facial serums, eye creams and NarAHA moisturisers.

And we truly are affordable, with prices starting at only $65 AUD - and we are confident youll see a more noticeable difference in that first 28 days than
youll get with any other product out there.

Why pay more to the international brand seller, marketing hope in a jar, when you can pay far less for proven results in the reduction of age lines and
wrinkles in less than a month? And if you dont notice a difference, you get your money back, states Majewski.

You can head over to the Narhex Australia product pages to take a look at the options, or follow us on Facebook and Twitter to keep up with the latest
developments.

Contact us

Did you want to try out a NarElastin product for a review or feature? Or youd just like to discuss the creation and discovery of NarElastin? Wed love to
hear from you, so get in touch with Narhex CEO John Majewski at johnm@narhexmax.com.au or phone 02 9979 9666.

Gallery of images: http://imgur.com/a/uGPhA

More background information

The Narhex researchers discovered NarElastin whilst trying to discover a solution to treat the lung-disease emphysema. The elasticity for our lungs
when breathing in and out is the same elastin fiber that gives that bounce back to your skin when you stretch it.

We have also recorded a video with respected connective tissue professor Ted Cleary, who talks through the process of ageing. Recorded in the
nineties, it explains the conclusion of the NarElastin double-blind clinical trial, which confirmed the 75% reduction of fine lines and wrinkles. The video
is on YouTube here.

A final bit of advice

Narhex Australia CEO John Majewski wanted to offer one final bit of advice for anyone who plans to buy a skincare product in the future - the puffery
claims test.

Next time you head out shopping for a skin cream, perform the very simple puffery claims test before you buy, Majewski explains.

Ask the seller how the product you are considering buying can support its product claims. The key question for you to ask is did the company conduct
double-blind clinical studies to support and prove
its products performance claims?. I guarantee you will receive blank looks, unkempt promises to get back to you with an answer or some other
mumblings.

If you receive a puffery reply, without facts, you will know who is selling hope and who is selling something worthy of your skin, Majewski concludes.

